TOUR PACKAGES
All rates offered are with minimum of 2 paying adults

EXCURSIONS WITH ENGLISH SPEAKING GUIDE/transfer
Magical Muscat City Tour
Dolphin Watching
Dolphin Watching and Snorkeling
Sensuous Sunset Cruise
Muscat by Night
AL Batinah Battlements
Wadi Bani Auf
Beauty of Wakkan Village
Nizwa – A Memorable Authentic Experience
Nizwa & Grand Canyon
Jabal Al Akhdar – Explore the Green Mountain
Wadi Shab
The Perfect Relaxing Gateway, coastal road to SUR City
WAHIBA SANDS – A Thrilling Escapade into the Golden Dunes
Day out at the Island – BBQ Lunch FD ( MINIMUM 8 persons)

Duration
Half Day
Half Day
Half Day
Half Day
Full Day
Full Day
Full Day
Full Day
Full Day
Full Day
Full Day
Full Day
Full Day
Full Day
Full Day

Per Adult in USD
60
60
66
70
150
145
150
150
145
205
205
175
175
175
270

Supplement for Language speaking (German, French, Italian, and Spanish): USD 170.00 per day per guide for half day tours
USD 250.00 per day per guide for full day tours
- To book a Tour, kindly send an email to joanneaf@infomedweb.com with details needed

Magical Muscat City Tour
This half day tour starts in the morning with a visit to the Sultan
Qaboos Grand Mosque. The main Chandelier of the architectural
masterpiece is made of pure Swarovski crystal and the carpet
adorning the large prayer hall was woven by experts, made out of pure
Persian silk. The Mosque exterior is constructed with quality
Rajasthani Sandstone and the main halls as well as the smaller prayer
room’s area adorned with the finest Italian Marble. The Mosque is
surrounded by 5 minarets each of which symbolize the holy five vows
taken by every devout Muslim to reinforce his faith in the Almighty.
From the Mosque you will head to Mutrah to see the fishermen in
action at the fish market followed by a Walk around the
traditional Souq. Then you go down the coast to old Muscat
where you can spend some time learning about Omani history in
the Bait al Zubair museum with its display of archaeological
finding and Oman national dress and jewelry.

Dolphin Watching
You don’t have to travel far from land to find yourself surrounded by
countless dolphins dancing in the Waters around your boat. The Sea Of
Oman is heavily populated with a variety of dolphins and an early morning
boat trip is an excellent way to experience them at close quarters. Leaving
from Marina Bandar Al Rowdha your boat captain will be talking to the
other boats at sea on the radio to give you the very best Chance of finding
these friendly fish. Once you have enjoyed watching the dolphins you can
Come back to land or extend your day on the water.

Dolphin Watching & Snorkeling
For those who would like to see Oman from the sea, enjoy a quick coastal
tour before heading to the flat, Crystal clear waters of Bandar Khayran for
snorkeling and swimming. If you wish, we can arrange a picnic lunch and
you can spend the rest of the day here exploring or simply relaxing on one
of the beaches.

Sensuous Sunset Cruise
Why not end your day with a relaxing cruise along the splendid Muscat
coast, seeing many of the sights from a different angle whilst
contemplating the magnificent vistas with a drink or even dinner? For
your voyage, you can choose between a modern catamaran and a
traditional fishing dhow.
On this 2 hour cruise through unspoiled seas, explanations and tourist guide
are superfluous so you will be able to just relax and enjoy. As you gaze out
across the sea, you'll marvel at the changing colors of the sky and the
horizon emblazoned in shades of fiery gold, red and pink. Then, just as the
sunsets, we'll sail along the shoreline near the Muscat ,where the delicate
mix of hues painting the city give you the chance to photograph the Old Town
glistening in dramatic color.

Muscat by Night
Enjoy the diversity of the city in this full day tour. Visit the Sultan Qaboos
Grand Mosque in the morning followed by an informative look around the
Natural History Museum. Then drive out to the House of Amouage for a lesson
in perfume production. Enjoy a picnic or lunch at a local restaurant before
heading to Mutrah to see the vibrant Corniche and visit the Souq to browse
and barter for some truly exquisite omani souvenirs.
Spend the remainder of the afternoon in old Muscat visiting Bait al Zubair
museum which is one of the most informative museums in Oman and focuses
mainly on the traditional culture and lifestyle of the people of the Sultanate,
Al Alam Palace and the old forts of Jalali and Mirani which guard it.
Interestingly, these forts were built by the Portuguese in the 16th century

Al Batinah Battlements
In the morning you will be collected from your hotel and driven to Barka to
see the Fish Souq in full swing with all the noise and local color that you can
imagine. Cherish the date palm plantations on the road to Nakhl where you
will enjoy the warm waters of the Thowara Spring, see the impressive falaj
system and Wander around the highest fort in Oman.
After a picnic or lunch in a local restaurant take the mountain-lined road to
Rustaq to see its ancient fort Rich in history and visit the Al Kisfr Hot Springs.
The four towers of Rustaq Fort are called: Al Burj Al Ahmar, Al Burj Al
Hadeeth, Al Burj Al Reeh and Al Burj Ashiateen which means the devil’s
tower!
Note that thousands of visitors flock to Rustaq each year to bathe in the
medicinal hot water. Finally we will drive out onto the gravel plains to see
the 18th century Islamic architecture of Al Hazm Castle and its magnificent
collection of restored cannons.

Wadi Bani Auf
Also spelled Wadi Bani Awuf, is a large wadi in wilayat Al Rustag in the
South Batinah Governorate of Oman. The wadi covers a large area with
several villages and lots of cool attractions worth visiting, including
the well-known Snake Canyon. Wadi Bani Awf offers some of the best
off-road driving you experience in Oman – with beautiful scenery and
stunning cliffs and canyons throughout. The route connects several
villages, including the scenic Baladd Sayat village, and extends across
the Hajar Mountains portion separating Al Batinah from Al Dakhiliyah
region.

Beauty of Wakkan Village
Located 2,000 meters above sea level and in the Western Hajar
Mountains is Wakan village a small mountain village with beautiful
terraced gardens overlooking the surrounding mountains above and
Wadi Mistal below. Wakan village is officially part of Wilayt Nakhal in
the South Batinah Governorate, although it’s located right in the border
with Al Dakhiliyah Governorate through Al Hajar mountain range.
A viewing platform is the first sight that greets you as soon as you enter
the village. It offers spectacular views of Wadi Mistal and the surrounding
mountains. There is also a visitors’ information center building which is
still not opened. From there you can exploring this beautiful village by
foot. There are a couple of hiking tracks that start at the village, and they
are marked by the familiar yellow, green and red flag that mark most
hiking tracks in Oman.

NIZWA – A Memorable Authentic Experience
Nizwa Fort is one of the most popular tourist attractions in Oman due to
the fact that it is an amazing example of old Omani architecture that
provides an illustration of the way Omani people used to live in ancient
times. The oldest part of Nizwa Fort was originally constructed by Imam Al
Sult bin Malik Al Kharusi in the ninth century and was later renovated by
imam Sultan bin Saif Al Yarubi in the 17th century. Imam Sultan bin Saif Al
Yarubi is known as the imam responsible for removing the Portuguese from
Oman.
Nizwa Fort is unique among other forts in Oman due to
the cylindrical shape of its main tower which also happens to be the
biggest to tower in a fort in Oman. Nizwa Fort has seven wells, a number
of prisons, and prosecution ground. The main tower features many
defence mechanisms Omanis used in the past such as pitfalls, honey
traps, and gun shooting windows.

Nizwa and Grand Canyon
You will drive straight to Nizwa where you will visit the Fort and the Souq.
Once you have a taste of the old capital, you will head up to the
traditional mountain village of Al Hamra. After a picnic or lunch at a local
restaurant in the village, we head to Wadi Ghul, see the old abandoned
village perched on the rocks. There we have the opportunity to meet a
traditional Omani family and take a look at some of the local handicrafts
there. Then, with Jebel Shams towering above you, plunge deeper into the
Grand Canyon.
Oman’s Grand Canyon is situated amidst the rocky terrain of the Jabal
Shams Mountain which over 3,000 meters high making it the highest
mountain in Oman. The word Jabal Shams literally means “Sun- Mountain”
in Arabic. The view from the top over the Grand Canyon is absolutely
breath-taking. The trip will be with a 4WD. The Jabal Shams is the highest
peak in the 700 km long Hajar mountain range.

Jabal Akhdar – Explore the Green Mountain
The Jebel Akhar is part of Al Hajar Mountains range in Ad Dakhiliyah
Governate of Oman. It extends about 300 km (190 mi) northwest to
southeast, between 50–100 mi (80– 161 km) inland from the coast of
the Gulf of Oman.
This mostly limestone mountain is one of the highest points in Oman
and eastern Arabia. Jebel Akhdar forms the central section of Hajar
range, and is located around 150 km (93 mi) from Muscat. The range
is mostly desert, but at higher altitudes receives around 300 mm
(12 in) of precipitation annually — moist enough to allow the growth of
shrubs and trees and support agriculture. It is this that gives the
Mountains their "green" name.

Wadi Shab
Take the dramatic road from Muscat to Quriyat where you will stop to
have a look at the old village and visit the newly restored fort. Then
head out of town to the magnificent Wadi Dayqah Dam, one of the
largest dams in Oman and the major supplier of fresh water to
Muscat.
Once on the Coast Road, you will make your way to the second Wadi of
the day–Arbiyen–renowned for its undeveloped tranquility and deep
pools. Enjoy a picnic or lunch in a local restaurant before heading to
Number three, Wadi Shab where you can take a relaxed walk through
this beautiful local village to see Aqua marine pools, waterfalls and
terraced plantations. Look out for the king fisher birds which can add
Glorious splashes of color.

The Perfect Relaxing Gateway, coastal road to
Sur City.
Explore the incredible coastline of Muscat. Unwind after a hard day-take a
cruise around Muscat's spectacular coastline as the sun goes down.
The serene sights and sounds of a city slowing down for the night are the best
felt from a boat.
Watch the hills of Muscat disappear with the setting sun, to be backlit by
glittering starlight or the light of glorious moon.
The best way to end up a wonderful & peaceful day around the beautiful coast
of Muscat.

Wahiba Sands – A Thrilling Escapade into
the Golden Dunes
Stretching over 125 miles (200 kilometers) from the Eastern Hajar
Mountains to the Arabian Sea, Oman’s adventure playground named
after the nomadic Wahiba Bedouin tribes, the region is known for its
amber-colored sands and towering sand dunes, some standing up to
330 feet (100 meters) high.
A desert safari is a must to experience Oman’s natural wonders,
whether its dune bashing in a 4x4, taking a sunset camel ride, or
zipping through the dunes on a sand board or quad bike. Small-group
or private tours leave from Muscat or Bidiyah, and typically include a
picnic lunch at a traditional desert camp, swimming at Wadi Bani
Khalid, and a variety of optional activities.

